
Introducing the new generation of built-in appliances.

The easy way to
perfect results.
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“I have always acted according to the principle that it is better to lose 
money than trust. The integrity of my promises, the belief in the value  
of my products and in my word of honour have always had a higher  
priority to me than a transitory profit.”
Robert Bosch, 1921

Bosch – A brand you can trust.

Founded in 1886, Bosch has been synonymous with outstanding technology and craftsmanship. Through continuous innovation, precise 
electrical engineering and electronic technology, Bosch has become the world’s pioneer in industrial technology. Simple yet elegant, 
Bosch home appliances make every kitchen an art space with their concise design and aesthetics of life. Today, Bosch is one of the 
leading home appliance brands in Europe. The brand offers both freestanding and built-in appliances. Renowned for its one-stop 
cooking solution, Bosch products include high quality Gas hobs, Induction Hobs, Hoods – Inclined, Island and Wall Mounted, Ovens, 
Microwaves and Dishwashers. Bosch appliances offer a complete solution for living with innovative designs to fulfill the unique need of 
every consumer.
“I would rather lose money than trust”, the philosophy of company founder, Robert Bosch, continues to guide Bosch in developing 
high-quality products and assuming social responsibility wherever it operates. True to the brand’s philosophy “Invented for life”, Bosch 
will continue to offer consumers quality and perfect technology for a better life.

The beauty of German craftmanship and design, perfectly showcased by Bosch
over 130 years.

Invented for life.

Developed and produced by Germany’s

most sustainable company

Design
Every detail of every appliance has been care-
fully designed, where everything just matches 
perfectly and makes your time spent in the 
kitchen as enjoyable as possible.

Quality
Bosch appliances offer premium quality, 
outstanding German made and engineered 
technology and have been produced and 
tested by our engineers to fully satisfy the 
highest of standards.

Convenience
A little peace of mind for your daily life at 
home with Bosch sensor technology for 
perfect cooking results. 

Performance
With Bosch Assist and advanced sensor 
technology found in PerfectBake™ and 
PerfectRoast, your Bosch Series 8 ovens and 
compact appliances will modify the cooking 
process from start to finish for perfect baking 
and roasting results.

Sustainability
The Green Technology inside signet stands 
for the resource-efficiency of our products – 
quite simply, a Bosch kitchen reflects 
environmental consciousness.

Highlights from
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Designed to make your
everyday life easier.

Compact appliances
For lovers of cooking, you can 
add combination steam, pure 
steam or combination 
microwave ovens to your 
kitchen.

Warming drawers
Keep your coffee cups on hand 
for the morning cappuccino or 
warm up plates before serving 
dinner. You can also defrost, 
prove dough and so much 
more.

Cooktops
Choose a cooktop to match your 
cooking habits: from traditional 
ceramic or gas cooktops, to 
innovative induction.

Ovens
High-quality stainless steel 
combined with sleek black 
glass offers timeless design, 
while sophisticated features 
deliver the best results
meaning less work and more 
cooking pleasure.

Dishwashers
A dishwasher is a must in any modern 
kitchen to save you the hassle of 
cleaning up. Choose from semi and 
fully intergrated models to perfectly 
match the kitchen cabinetry.

Built-in refrigeration
Stylish, matching your 
kitchen cabinetry and 
packed full of sensor 
technology to keep your 
food fresher for longer.

Extractors
Each Bosch extractor is created using 
highly durable stainless steel. 
Designed to offer wider coverage and 
the most ideal suction / extraction for 
all kinds of kitchens all thanks to 
powerful blower motors & largest 
baffle filters. All this is offered 
together with the finest aesthetics, 
LED illumination & low noise.
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Green Technology Inside
This signet denotes products that focus on 
energy and water efficiency while achieving 
top performance based on Bosch technologies 
– and, all Bosch products have been 
manufactured with the aim of minimising their 
impact on the environment. The signet stands 
for the resource-efficiency of our products – 
quite simply, for their ‘Green Technology’.

Developed and produced by Germany’s

most sustainable company

Technologies that not only improve our 
everyday life, but our future too.

Energy efficiency ratings
Energy efficiency labels are informative labels affiliated to manufactured products. These labels are able to indicate a products 
energy performance in order to provide consumers with the necessary data for making informed purchase decisions.
The more efficient a product is the less energy it requires and the more you get for your money. Not only is this saving of electricity 
good for your wallet, but it is good for the environment too; between 1995 and 2000 there has been a saving of three-quarter 
million-tons of CO2 alone in Europe, by improving the technique of large household appliances. The energy label ranks the 
appliance’s efficiency from “A+++” to “D”.
These are categorised as follows:
Class A+++ to A+ excellent
Class A to B good
Class C to D average

Washing machines energy labelling
The aim of the energy efficiency label 
is to offer consumers a standardised 
method of choosing the most energy 
efficient appliance, while at the same 
time offering you the best possible 
washing results.
Washing machines use the Cotton 60°C 
programme as its standard programme 
upon which energy efficiency, 
washing performance and spin-drying 
performance levels are rated.
The energy label for washing machines 
compromises 3 classifications (ranging 
from “A” to “D” rating) namely:
•  Energy efficiency
•  Washing performance
•  Spin-drying performance

Tumble dryers energy labelling
There is a difference between 
condensation and vented dryers, with 
condensation dryers having a lower 
energy efficiency than vented dryers.

Dishwashers energy labelling
The aim of the energy label of the 
dishwasher is to reduce energy 
consumption, while at the same time 
not having any adverse effect on the 
cleaning and drying performance of the 
appliance. Dishwashers, in  general, 
use the Eco50°C programme as its 
standard programme upon which energy 
consumption is rated. The energy 
label for dishwashers comprises 3 
classifications namely:
•  Energy efficiency
•  Cleaning performance
•  Drying performance

Fridges and freezers energy labelling
Fridges and freezers are the most 
hardworking appliances in your kitchen 
as they are on the go 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week. The energy 
label is able to provide information 
about their performance and physical 
characteristics. These include the annual 
consumption of energy (in kWh p/a) 
as well as the storage volume of the 
compartments (in Litres).
All Bosch cooling appliances, even the 
entry level models have very efficient 
energy ratings.
It is important to note that the energy 
label supplies you with the net volume as 
opposed to the gross volume of the unit.
This is the usable volume of the fridge 
as opposed to the overall volume, and 
can therefore be relatively important 
when making a decision as to which unit 
is best for you. Bosch cooling products 
have been converted to CFC and HFC 
free materials in 1993 already. This 
means that the harmful substances 
previously used in the insulation 
materials have been replaced with 
environmentally friendly natural gases 
which do not damage the ozone layer or 
increase the harmful greenhouse effect.

Dishwasher

Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh/cycle
(based on test results of manufacturer’s standard cycle 
using cold water fill)

Actual energy consumption will depend on 
how the appliance is used.

Noise (Optional)

(dB(A) re 1 pW)   

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS 50242

A

XYZ 

XY
XY

XYZ

More efficient

Less efficient

Cleaning performance (A: higher  G: lower)

Drying performance (A: higher  G: lower)

Standard place settings
Water consumption, L/cycle

ABCDEFG
ABCDEFG

ENERGYR
EPU

BLIC OF SOUTH A
FRI

C
A

•  
  E

NERGY EFFICIENCY    •

A+++

A++

A+

A

B

C

D

Clothes 
washer - dryer

Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh/cycle
(to wash and dry a full capacity load at 60 ˚c)
Washing (only), kWh/cycle
Actual energy consumption will depend on how the 
appliance is used.

Noise    Washing

(dB(A) re 1 pW)  Spinning

  Drying 

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS 50229

A

XYZ 

XY
XY
XY

XYZ

XYZ

XYZ
XYZ
XYZ

More efficient

Less efficient

Washing performance (A: higher  G: lower)

Spin speed (rpm)

Capacity (cotton), kg:   Washing
                      Drying
Water consumption, L

ABCDEFG

ENERGYR
EPU

BLIC OF SOUTH A
FRI

C
A

•  
  E

NERGY EFFICIENCY    •

A+++
A++

A+
A

B

C

D

Small/Medium
Oven

Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh
Heating function:

Conventional

Forced air convection
(Based on standard load)

Usable volume, L

Noise (Optional)

(dB(A) re 1 pW)   

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS 60350-1

A

XYZ 

XYZ 

XY

XYZ

A

B

D

E

F

G

More efficient

Less efficient

A+++

A++

A+

A

B

C

D

ENERGYR
EPU

BLIC OF SOUTH A
FRI

C
A

•  
  E

NERGY EFFICIENCY    •

Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh/year
(based on standard test results for 24 h)

Actual energy consumption will depend on how the 
appliance is used and where it is located

Fresh food volume, litre

Frozen food volume, litre

Noise (optional)
(dB(A) re 1 pW)

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS 62552

B

XYZ 

YZ 

YZ 

YZ

Fridge
     

A+++

A++

A+

A

B

C

D

More efficient

Less efficient

ENERGYR
E

P
U

BLIC OF SOUTH A
FRI

C
A

•  
  E

NERGY EFFICIENCY    •

Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh/year
(based on standard test results for 24 h)

Actual energy consumption will depend on how the 
appliance is used and where it is located

Fresh food volume, litre

Frozen food volume, litre

Noise (optional)
(dB(A) re 1 pW)

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS 62552

B

XYZ 

YZ 

YZ 

YZ

Fridge
     

A+++

A++

A+

A

B

C

D

More efficient

Less efficient

ENERGYR
E

P
U

BLIC OF SOUTH A
FRI

C
A

•  
  E

NERGY EFFICIENCY    •

ENERGY
Tumble 

dryer

Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh/cycle
(based on standard test results for dry cotton cycle)

Actual energy consumption will depend on 
how the appliance is used.

Capacity (cotton), kg
Air vented 

Noise (Optional)

(dB(A) re 1 pW)   

D

XYZ 

XY

XYZ

More efficient

Less efficient

A+++

A++

A+

A

B

C

D

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS  61121

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS 60456

ENERGYR
EPU

BLIC OF SOUTH A
FRI

C
A

•  
  E

NERGY EFFICIENCY    •

Washing 
machine

Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh/cycle

Actual energy consumption will depend on how the 
appliance is used.

Spin drying performance 
(A: higher  G: lower)

Spin speed (rpm)

Noise    Washing

(dB(A) re 1 pW)   Spinning

B

XYZ 

ABCDEFG

XYZ 

YZ 
YZ 

XYZ
XYZ

Capacity (cotton), kg

Water consumption, L

More efficient

Less efficient

A+++

A++

A+

A

B

C

D
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Series 8 | Built-in ovens and compact appliances

Design inspiration gallery.

Side-by-side
This is a great combination for people who need double
oven capacity, and require the quality results of convection
cooking. Choose the 60cm built-in oven for increased 
functionality and cooking flexibility.

Models featured:cMG633BS1, HBG634BS1, BIC630NS1, CTL636ES1

Models featured: HBG656LS1,cMG633BS1, CTL636ES1, BIC630NS1, HBG655BS1

Models featured:cMG633BS1, 
HBG656LS1, BID630NS1

Models featured: HBG656LS1, HBG655BS1,cMG633BS1, BIC630NS1, 
CTL636ES1

Horizontal cooking centre
Together the combination of these
appliances give the home chef a versatile
baking centre. The addition of warming
drawers keeps the lines consistent and
adds convenience to retain the quality
of prepared food until guests arrive.

Large horizontal
cooking centre
The ergonomic horizontal
installation offers a strong
linear baking zone that takes
full advantage of an
expansive kitchen wall. All
the oven technologies are at
a comfortable safe height for
most cooks. It is great for
large families cooking
together.

Single column
Maximum functionality in a limited 
space. The combination microwave 
oven adds speed and versatility as 
well as the ability to cook in two 
ovens simultaneously.

Cube installation
This concise combination offers speed, steam
and two convection ovens in a limited wall space.

T-configuration cooking centre
A cook with a large family, one that entertains 
often, will find everything they need with this 
T-configuration.
This configuration allows two ovens to be 
accessed at the same time, plus the benefits of 
microwave technology.
The positioning of the control panels and clean
uniform lines of each unit allows for different 
custom configurations with the same modern look.

Models featured: HBG656LS1,cMG633BS1, BIC630NS1Models featured: HBG656LS1, HBG655BS1

Models featured: HBG656LS1, HBG655BS1,cMG633BS1, BIC630NS1, 
CTL636ES1
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Series 8 Design | Control panel

Put a new spin on 
your cooking.

With the new Bosch Series 8 control panel, cooking just became a lot easier. 
The intuitive control ring gives you full control of your oven. You can activate special 
cooking programs and adjust temperature as well as cooking time with ease. All you 
have to do is sit back, relax and admire the timeless design of the Series 8 range.

TFT Touch Graphic Display

The iconic control ring and clear TFT screen display, combined with the direct select 
TouchControl buttons, make operating the Series 8 ovens simpler than ever before. Clear, vivid 
food images and helpful prompts guide you through each step as you navigate through the 
various menu options, giving you total flexibility and control of cooking functions.

The intuitive control ring and clear TFT display with DirectSelect icons make it easy to operate your oven.
Shortcuts to the two most commonly used heating functions, helpful icons and clear descriptions inside the 
control ring provide all the information you need to keep track of your cooking.

TFT Touch Symbol Display

Features may vary depending on models. Please check individual product specifications.

Ovens | Automatic functions

With Bosch sensor technology
it‘s the oven that cooks by itself.
Automatically.
Bosch Assist
You could easily search through cookbooks and family recipes 
without ever finding the exact temperature or cooking time for 
that favourite dish. Thanks to Bosch Assist, you don’t have to. 
The advanced sensor technology found in PerfectRoast and 
PerfectBake™ – combined with the functionality of automatic 
programs as we know them today – offers an extensive menu of 
food categories that help create your perfect meal. Simply 
select the desired dish, press start and your oven automatically 
sets the ideal heating mode, temperature and length of time, 
monitoring and modifying the cooking process as required for 
the best results. Of course, you can also select these settings 
yourself every bit as easily.

PerfectBake™
Baking has never been easier, thanks to the unique 
PerfectBake™ sensor. This function constantly measures the 
precise moisture level of your dishes and automatically adjusts 
the entire baking process, which means you’ll never have to set 
the heating mode, length of time or temperature ever again. 
Simply choose the type of dish, such as ‘Cake in Tin’, press 
start and let your Bosch oven bake your cake to perfection*.

PerfectRoastTM

Achieve the perfect roast lamb, Christmas turkey, stuffed 
meats and fish. The PerfectRoast meat probe features three 
sensitive measuring points and uses the lowest temperature 
reading to determine the core temperature before calculating 
the residual cooking time. The results are simply perfect. Used 
manually or with Bosch Assist, you can modify the suggested 
core temperature (within a recommended range) and combine 
with microwave and steam cooking functions.

AutoPilot
The AutoPilot program helps achieve the best possible results 
with very little effort. Just insert your roast, enter its weight 
and select the desired program from the menu.

Features may vary depending on models. Please check individual product specifications. Overseas model shown 
*Only works from a cold start. Do not open the door during the cooking process or you will have to continue manually.
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Ovens | Heating functions

Because there’s hot,
and then there’s hot.

Perfect baking and roasting not only requires the right temperature, but also the
appropriate heating function too. From 4D HotAir to Slow cooking, Bosch ovens 
offer heating functions that deliver everything from haute cuisine to everyday feasts.

4D HotAir*
Thanks to 4D HotAir, you can place your
food on any shelf from level one to four,
and the results will be consistently 
perfect. The rotating fan alternates its 
direction during cooking to distribute 
heat evenly on every level. And for 
reliable results “top to bottom”, you can 
also bake and roast on up to four 
different levels simultaneously.^

HotAir Eco*
HotAir Eco uses less energy by using a 
single tray. This energy efficient function 
distributes less heat into the oven and 
uses residual heat to maintain the set 
temperature.

Top and bottom heat*
Uses both the upper and lower heating 
elements. Heat travels to the centre of 
the oven, which is the best position to 
obtain the selected temperature. 
Suitable for traditional baking and 
roasting, and offers best results for 
cakes with moist toppings.

Top and bottom heat Eco*
In addition to the Top and bottom heat 
function, selected Series 8 ovens feature a 
new eco-friendly mode, which supports 
cooking on a single shelf for energy 
efficient cooking. Prepare perfect sponges, 
pound cakes, delicate pastries and bread 
rolls while saving valuable energy.

Bottom heating*
For cooking in a bain-marie and for the 
final baking stage. The heat is emitted 
from the lower heating element.  
 
 
 

Intensive heat*
Combines the top element with a more
powerful bottom heating element that is
perfect for crispy bases and baking in tins.

Hot air grilling*
Achieve rotisserie-style cooking for meat 
and poultry. The grill and fan alternate, 
which produces even and crisp cooking 
results.

Grill, large area*
For grilling flat items, such as steaks and 
sausages, for making toast, and for 
cooking a gratin.

Grill, small area*
For grilling small amounts of steaks or
sausages, for making toast or where
grilling a smaller surface area is required.

Pizza setting*
Create crispy pizzas or give any dish that
extra heat that‘s needed from under-
neath by using a combination of heating 
elements.

Keeping warm*
A new feature that keeps cooked food
warm.

Slow cooking*
For gentle and slow cooking of seared,
tender pieces of meat in ovenware
without a lid.

Drying*
A new function for drying fruits, 
vegetables and herbs with maximum 
flavour. This function can also be used 
for drying out the oven cavity after the 
added steam function has been used. 

 

Preheat ovenware*
A new feature that is useful for pre-
heating ovenware and even dinnerware.

Sabbath mode*
Set a maximum timer of up to 74 hours 
using the Sabbath function. You can keep 
the food in the cooking compartment 
warm without having to switch the oven 
on or off.

Rapid heating*
With rapid heating, you can shorten the 
heat-up time for selected heating 
functions, including 4D HotAir and Top 
and bottom heating.

3D HotAir Plus*
Cook on up to 3 levels simultaneously 
with even heat distribution.

Fan forced hot air*
A fan disperses heat evenly for cakes and 
pastries baked on two levels. Fan 
assisted top and bottom heating uses 
both upper and lower heating elements 
while a fan disperses heat evenly.

Defrost*
Perfect for gentle defrosting of meat, 
poultry, bread and much more.

Reheating*
For plated meals and baked items. 
Cooked food is gently reheated. The 
steam ensures the food does not dry out.

Dough proving*
For yeast dough and sourdough. Dough 
will rise considerably quicker than at 
room temperature. The surface of the 
dough does not dry out.

*Features may vary depending on models. Please check individual product specifications. 
^To cook on all four levels simultaneously, four wire racks are required for best results. For up to three levels, all accessories are suitable, ie. universal tray or baking tray.
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HBG656LS1 HBG655BS1 HBG634BS1

Product
Description

SERIE 8 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

SERIE 8 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

SERIE 8 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

Heating Methods 4D hot air, HotAir Eco, Top/bottom heat, 
Top/bottom heat Eco, Hot air grilling, Full 
width grill, Half width grill, Pizza setting, 
Bottom heat, Slow cooking, Defrost, Plate 
warming, Keep warm

4D hot air, HotAir Eco, Top/bottom heat, 
Top/bottom heat Eco, Hot air grilling, Full 
width grill, Half width grill, Pizza setting, 
Bottom heat,  Slow cooking, Defrost, 
Plate warming, Keep warm

4D hot air, HotAir Eco, Top/bottom heat, 
Top/bottom heat Eco, Hot air grilling, Full 
width grill, Half width grill, Pizza setting, 
Bottom heat, Slow cooking, Defrost, Plate 
warming, Keep warm

Comfort and
Safety

Oven Capacity: 71 Litres 
Temperature range 30 °C - 300 °C
3x 2,5“-TFT color and graphics display 
with direct touch function   
Temperature proposal  
Actual temperature display  
Sabbath setting   
SoftClose oven door, soft opening  
Dish categories 
PerfectRoast meat Probe  
Baking sensor   
Electronic clock  
Rapid heating-up  
Halogen interior lighting, Switch for oven 
illumination
Stainless-steel fan  
Info button  
Maximum window temperature 40° C
Child lock  

Oven Capacity: 71 Litres 
Temperature range 30 °C - 300 °C
2,5“-TFT color and text display with touch 
control button
Temperature proposal 
Actual temperature display  
AutoPilot, 10 automatic programmes
Sabbath setting 
SoftClose oven door, soft opening
Electronic clock  
Rapid heating-up  
Halogen interior lighting
Stainless-steel fan  
Info button  
Maximum window temperature 40° C 
Child lock  

Oven Capacity: 71 Litres 
Temperature range 30 °C - 300 °C
2,5“-TFT color and text display with touch 
control button
Temperature proposal  
Actual temperature display  
Sabbath setting 
SoftClose oven door, soft opening
Electronic clock  
Rapid heating-up  
Halogen interior lighting
Stainless-steel fan  
Info button  
Maximum window temperature 40° C
Child lock

Cleaning Ecolyse features: ceiling, side liners, back 
panel
EcoClean direct 
Full glass inner door  

Ecolyse features: ceiling, side liners, back 
panel
EcoClean direct 
Full glass inner door  

Ecolyse features: back panel  
Full glass inner door  

Design Rotary swivel  
Cavity inner surface: Enamel anthracite
Bar handle  
Cavity with shelf support rails, 2 level 
telescopic shelf rails, full extension, with 
Stop function

Rotary swivel  
Cavity inner surface: Enamel anthracite 
Bar handle  
Cavity with shelf support rails   
(telescopic rails available as accessory) 

Rotary swivel  
Cavity inner surface: Enamel anthracite 
Bar handle  
Cavity with shelf support rails   
(telescopic rails available as accessory)

Accessories* 1 x Enamel baking tray
1 x Combination grid
1 x Universal pan

1 x Enamel baking tray
1 x Combination grid
1 x Universal pan

1 x Enamel baking tray
1 x Combination grid
1 x Universal pan

Product Specs Overall (H x W x D): 59.5 x 59.5 x 54.8cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
58.5-59.5 x 56.0-56.8 x 55.0cm
Rating: 3650W  

Overall (H x W x D): 59.5 x 59.5 x 54.8cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
58.5-59.5 x 56.0-56.8 x 55.0cm
Rating: 3650W  

Overall (H x W x D): 59.5 x 59.5 x 54.8cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
58.5-59.5 x 56.0-56.8 x 55.0cm
Rating: 3650W  

Barcode 4242002807898 4242002807768 4242002789019

HBA23B150Z HBA21B150Z HBA11B150Z

Product
Description

SERIE 6 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

SERIE 4 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

SERIE 4 
CONVENTIONAL OVEN

Heating Methods Top / Bottom Heat, Bottom Heat, 
Circulated Air, Hot Air Grilling, Large Grill, 
Small Grill, Defrost

Top / Bottom Heat, Bottom Heat, Hot Air, 
Hot Air Grilling, Large Grill, Small Grill, 
Defrost

Top / Bottom Heat, Bottom Heat, 
Large Grill, Small Grill

Comfort and
Safety

Oven capacity: 62 Litres
Electronic clock and automatic cooking 
timer
Digital display
Temperature control 50°C - 270°C
Automatic Quick heat (pre-heat 30% 
faster)
Oven window temperature max. 40°C
Child lock

Oven capacity: 62 Litres
Mechanical Timer
Temperature control 50°C - 270°C
Max. window temperature 40°C

Oven capacity: 68 Litres 
Mechanical timer
Temperature control 50°C - 270°C

Cleaning Rear panel with EcoClean, side and top as 
optional accessory 
Full glass inner door
Smooth enamelled oven cavity

Rear panel with EcoClean, side and top 
as optional accessory 
Smooth enamelled oven cavity

Smooth enamelled oven cavity

Design Bar Handle Bar Handle Bar Handle

Accessories* 1 x Aluminium Baking Tray
1 x Combination Grid
1 x Universal Tray

1 x Aluminium Baking Tray
1 x Combination Grid
1 x Universal Tray

1 x Combination Grid
1 x Universal Tray

Product Specs Overall (H x W x D): 59.5 x 59.5 x 51.5cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
57.5 – 59.7 x 56.0 x 55.0cm
Rating: 3580 W

Overall (H x W x D): 59.5 x 59.5 x 51.5cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
57.5 – 59.7 x 56.0 x 55.0cm
Rating: 2480 W

Overall (H x W x D): 59.5 x 59.5 x 51.5cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
57.5 – 59.7 x 56.0 x 55.0cm
Rating: 2300 W

Barcode 4242002838342 4242002838335 4242002838328
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HBN559E1Z HBN301E2Z HBN311E2Z

Product
Description

SERIE 2
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

SERIE 2 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

SERIE 2
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

Heating Methods Bottom heat, Hot air grilling, Full width 
variable grill, Pizza setting, Conventional 
heat, Half width variable grill, 3D Hot air, 
Defrost

3D Hot air, Top/bottom heat, Full width 
grill, Bottom heat, Hot air grilling

3D Hot air, Top/bottom heat, Full width 
grill, Bottom heat, Hot air grilling

Comfort and
Safety

Oven capacity: 66 Litres
Electronic clock
Temperature range 50°C-270°C
Automatic quick heat (pre-heat 30% 
faster)

Oven capacity: 66 Litres
Temperature range 50°C-270°C
Interior light
Integral cooling fan

Oven capacity: 66 Litres
Temperature range 50°C - 270°C
Quick heat 
Mechanical timer
Interior light
Oven window temperature max. 50°C

Cleaning Rear panel:  Catalytic liner
Removable oven door

Removable oven door for easy-cleaning Removable oven door for easy-cleaning

Design Enamelled cavity: brown
Oven door, mirrored glass

Enamelled cavity: brown
Cavity with removable rack supports

Enamelled cavity: brown
Oven door: mirrored glass

Accessories* 1 x Enamel baking tray
1 x Combination grid
1 x Universal pan
1 x Telescopic rack

1 x Combination grid 
1 x Enamel baking tray
1 x Universal pan 

1 x Combination grid
1 x Enamel baking tray
1 x Universal pan

Product Specs Overall: (H x W x D): 59.5 x 59.5 x 54.8 cm
Aperture: (H x W x D):  
57.5-59.7 x 56.0 x 55.0 cm
Rating: 2900W

Overall (H x W x D): 59.5 x 56.0 x 54.8cm 
Aperture: (H x W xD):
57.5-59.7 x 56.0 x 55.0cm
Rating: 2800W

Overall: (H x W x D): 59.5 x 59.5 x 54.8 cm
Aperture: (H x W x D):  
57.5-59.7 x 56.0 x 55.0 cm
Rating: 3600W

Barcode 4242005036271 4242002906782 4242005036288

HVA531NS0 HGL10E150 HMT84G654

Product
Description

SERIE 6 
90cm BUILT-IN SINGLE OVEN

SERIE 4 
60CM GAS BUILT-IN OVEN 

SERIE 6 
BUILT-IN MICROWAVE WITH GRILL

Heating Methods Hotair Eco, Bottom heat, Hot air, Half 
width grill, Circulated Air, Top/bottom 
heat, Pizza setting, Hot air grilling, Full 
width grill

Full-surface grill/broiler, Max Rotisserie, 
Gas bottom heating    
 

900 W Microwave, Quartz grill
5 power levels: 900 W, 600 W, 360 W,
180 W, 90 W
1200 W quartz grill

Comfort and
Safety

Oven capacity: 77 Litres
Temperature range 50°C-250°C
Electronic clock
Oven interior light with two lamps
1 level telescopic shelf
Full glass inner door
Integral cooling fan

Oven capacity: 60 Litres
Grill heating element: Electric 1.8 KW
Oven burner with Knob ignition
Thermoelectric ignition
Oven light   

cookControl - 8 automatic programmes
4 defrost programs
3 cooking programs
8 combi programs
Memory-Function (1 setting)
Large digital display for displaying cooking 
times and time of day
User-friendly electronics: extremely easy 
and comfortable operation
Timer up to 60 minutes
Automatic safety switch-off
Side opening door with viewing window
31.5cm glass turntable
Stainless steel interior, 25 litres

Cleaning Removable oven door for easy-cleaning Catalytic side liners 

Design Pop-out controls
Oven cavity with removable rack supports

Full glass inner door - triple glazed door  
 

Glass oven door Side-hinge door
User-friendly electronics with push-but-
tons and pop-out control

Accessories* 2 x Enamel baking tray
1 x Combination grid

1 x Grid  
1 x Enamel baking tray
1 x Nozzle set for natural gas

Product Specs Overall (H x W x D): 47.8 x 89.6 x 56.8cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 46.7 x 86.0 x 56.0cm
Rating: 3000 W

Overall (H x W x D): 59.2 x 59.7 x 57.0cm
Aperture: (H x W xD): 58.3 x 56.0 x 56.0cm 
Rating: 1900W   

Overall (H x W x D): 38.2 x 59.4 x 38.8cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
38.0 x 56.0-56.8 x 55.0cm
Rating: 1450W

Barcode 4242002800585 4242002753256 4242002788753
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* Refer to page 33 for optional accessories

HEN201E2Z HEN201E2

Product
Description

SERIE 2
60CM UNDER COUNTER MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

SERIE 2 
60CM UNDER COUNTER MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

Heating Methods Top/bottom heat, Bottom heat, Small grill, Large grill, 
Circulated Air, Hot air grilling

Top / Bottom heat, Bottom heat, Small grill, Large grill, 
Circulated Air, Hot air grilling  

Comfort and
Safety

Oven capacity: 66 Litres
Temperature range 50°C - 270°C
Infinitely adjustable cooking zones
Interior light
Oven window temperature max. 50°C

Oven Capacity: 66 Litres  
Temperature range 50 °C - 270 °C  
Infinitely adjustable cooking zones  
Interior lighting
Oven window temperature max. 50°C 

Cleaning Removable oven door for easy-cleaning Removable oven door for easy cleaning 
Full glass inner door 

Design Oven door: mirrored glass
Cavity inner surface: brown
Cavity with removable rack supports
To be combined with NKE645G17/NCM615A01  

Cavity inner surface: brown  
Cavity with removable rack supports  
To be combined with NKE645G17/NCM615A01  

Accessories* 1 x Combination grid
1 x Universal pan

1 x Combination grid
1 x Universal pan  

Product Specs Overall: (H x W x D): 59.5 x 59.5 x 54.8 cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 60.0 x 56.0-56.0 x 55.0 cm
Rating: 10600W

Overall (H x W x D): 59.5 x 59.5 x 54.8cm  
Aperture (H x W x D): 60.0 x 56.0 x 55.0cm  
Rating: 10600W  

Barcode 4242005036295 4242002777221

NKE645G17 NCM615A01

Product
Description

SERIE 4 
60CM CERAMIC HOB WITHOUT CONTROLS

SERIE 4 
60CM HOB WITHOUT CONTROLS

Heating Methods

Comfort and
Safety

4 High Speed Cooking zones
4 Fold residual heat indicator

2 speed plates
2 normal plates

Cleaning

Design Stainless Steel frame
Decorated HighSpeed ceramic glass
To be combined with HEA10B250/HEN201E2

Stainless Steel
To be combined with HEA10B250/HEN201E2

Product Specs Overall (H x W x D): 4.3 x 58.3 x 51.3cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 4.3 x 56 x 49.0 - 50.0cm
Rating: 6400 W

Overall (H x W x D): 4.0 x 58.0 x 51.0cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 4.0 x 56.0 x 49.0cm
Rating: 6000 W

Barcode 4242002723556 4242002329352
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Series 8 | Compact appliances

The perfect compliment
to your Series 8 kitchen.

For lovers of cooking, Bosch compact appliances offer exceptional 
cutting-edge features and extra cooking functionality. Perfectly 
matched design panels within Series 8 allow you to mix and match 
these appliances with full-sized ovens for a seamless and coordinated 
look. With the intuitive display and Bosch control ring, operating 
functions are harmonised for easy use.

Warming drawers

Our Series 8 warming drawers can do much more than just 
keep food and plates warm; they’re also perfect for 
slowcooking meat, defrosting frozen foods and proving dough.

Designed to match
The warming drawers from Bosch can be installed either 
separately or in combination with Series 8 ovens, compact 
ovens and built-in automatic coffee machine. The practical 
“push and pull” technology ensures they are always easy to 
open, even when you have both hands full. They come in two 
sizes: 140mm high with 20 usable litres (net) and 290mm high 
with 52 usable litres (net).

Combination microwave

Sometimes, you just can’t get food to the table fast enough. 
Our new Series 8 combination microwave ovens help speed up 
the cooking process and give you perfect control over your 
menu and your schedule. Whether you’re heating baby food, 
pre-cooked meals or frozen foods, you‘ll produce outstanding 
results quickly and without compromising on taste.

Automatic functions to speed up your cooking
Heat, defrost, roast or grill anything, thanks to 1000 watts and 
five power levels. The AutoPilot program helps achieve the best 
possible results with very little effort. Just insert your roast, 
enter its weight and select the desired program from the menu.



CMG633BS1 BID630NS1 BIC630NS1

Product
Description

SERIE 8 
BUILT-IN MICROWAVE OVEN

SERIE 8 
WARMER DRAWER (29cm) 

SERIE 8 
WARMER DRAWER (14cm) 

Heating Methods 4D hot air, Hotair Eco, Hot air grilling, Full 
width grill, Half width grill, Plate warming 
5 Microwave power settings (90W / 180W / 
360W / 600W / 1000W) with inverter

Heating plate made of toughened glass 
Temperature control in 4 levels: ca. 
40 °C - 80 °C (glass surface temperature) 
 

Heating plate made of toughened glass 
Temperature control in 4 levels: ca. 
40 °C - 80 °C (glass surface temperature) 
 

Comfort and
Safety

Cavity volume: 45 Litres  
Temperature range 30 °C - 275 °C 
2,5“-TFT color and text display with touch 
control button 
Temperature proposal  
Actual temperature display  
SoftClose oven door, soft opening 
AutoPilot, 14 automatic pragrammes
Electronic clock  
Rapid heating-up  
LED light
Stainless-steel fan  
Info button  
Maximum window temperature 40° C
Child lock  
Automatic switch off  

Cavity volume: 52 l  
Loading up to 25 kg  
Max. loading espresso cups: 192 PC  
Max. loading plates: 40PC  
5 Functions: dough proving, thawing of 
delicate foods, keeping drinks and food 
warm, pre-warming of 
crockery, gentle cooking  
Telescopic pull-out drawer  
Cool door  
Push & Pull  

Cavity volume: 20 l  
Loading up to 25 kg  
Max. loading espresso cups: 64 PC 
Max. loading plates: 12PC  
5 Functions: dough proving, thawing of 
delicate foods, keeping drinks and food 
warm, pre-warming of crockery, gentle 
cooking  
Telescopic pull-out drawer  
Cool door  
Push & Pull  

Cleaning Microwave top door

Design Rotary swivel  
Cavity inner surface: Enamel anthracite 
Bar handle  
Cavity with shelf support rails   

Accessories* 1 x Combination grid
1 x Universal pan

Product Specs Overall (H x W x D): 45.5 x 59.5 x 54.8cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 45.0 x 56.0 x 55.0cm
Rating: 3650W  

Overall (H x W x D): 29.0 x 59.5 x 54.8cm 
Aperture (H x W x D): 
29.0 x 56.0 - 56.8 x 55.0cm
Rating: 810W  

Overall (H x W x D): 14.0 x 59.5 x 54.8cm 
Aperture (H x W x D):
14.0 x 56.0 - 56.8 x 55.0cm
Rating: 810W  

Barcode 4242002789149 4242002813912 4242002813851
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Sometimes our best ideas end 
up in a drawer.
The new warming drawers from Bosch can be installed either separately or in combination 
with Series 8 ovens, compact ovens and built-in automatic coffee machine. The practical 
‘push and pull’ technology ensures they are always easy to open, even when you have both 
hands full. They come in two sizes: 140mm high with 20 usable litres (net) and 290mm high 
with 52 usable litres (net).
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CTL636ES1 

Product
Description

SERIE 8 
FULLY-AUTOMATIC COFFEE MAKER

Heating Methods Flavour
SensoFlow System 
AromaPro Concept
One-touch preparation: Ristretto, 
Espresso, Espresso Macchiato, Coffee, 
Cappuccino, Latte Macchiato, Caffe Latte 
at the touch of a button  
AromaDouble Shot
Beverage temperature adjustable 
individually: coffee 3 levels, hot water 4 
levels

Convenience 
MyCoffee: Save 8 beverages with 
individual names and adjustable mixing 
ratio of milk and espresso
IndividualCup Volume: Cup sizes 
adjustable individually 
Coffee outlet and milk frother height-
adjustable: Up to 15cm high
OneTouch DoubleCup: Prepare two cups 
simultaneously for all coffee and milk 
specialities 
Removable Water tank (2.4 l volume)

Performance 
SilentCeram Drive
CoffeeSensor Pro: The grinding unit 
automatically adjusts to bean variety
In addition to beverages also available 
separately: milk foam, warm milk, hot 
water
Reduced heat-up time: Fastest first cup
Water pump with 19 bar pressure 
Separate chute for ground coffee

Cleaning
Removable brewing unit: Easy and 
hygienic cleaning under running water
AutoMilk Clean: Fully-automatic steam 
cleaning of the milk system after every 
beverage
Milk frother removable and dishwasher-
proof
Calc’nClean: Automatic cleaning and 
descaling programme

Miscellaneous
Bean container with aroma protection lid 
(500 g volume)
Grinding fineness adjustable (multi-level) 
Display language selectable
Child safety lock: Unintended brewing 
process not possible

Comfort and
Safety

Product Specs Overall (H x W x D): 45.5 x 59.4 x 37.5cm 
Aperture (H x W x D): 44.9 x 55.8 x 35.4cm
Rating: 1700W   

Barcode 4242002769226

SensoFlow system for a perfect aroma
The optimal brewing temperature for an espresso is between 90°C and 
95°C. If the temperature is any higher or lower, the flavour of the beans is 
only partially released or the coffee is bitter. Our smart SensoFlow system 
heats the water to just the right temperature, for a full-bodied espresso 
aroma from the first to the last cup.

A choice of coffee at the touch of a button
Want the perfect espresso, cappuccino or latte macchiato? With the 
OneTouch function, it’ll be ready in an instant. Innovative technology 
regulates the release of coffee, hot milk and foam to deliver the beverage of 
your choice at the touch of a button.

Automatic cleaning of the milk system
Now you can clean your coffee maker as easily as you prepare your morning 
pick-me-up. Each time you make a coffee drink with milk, the milk system 
is automatically rinsed out with a blast of steam. The coffee machine 
takes total charge of the milk system’s daily maintenance, so that you can 
concentrate on enjoying your cappuccino or latte macchiato instead of 
cleaning.

Built-in coffee machine
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The best cooking needs just
one ingredient: Bosch.

Modern cooking offers so many wonderful new tastes and
textures, you need a hob that’s flexible enough to keep up.

Induction hobs
Quite simply, Bosch
has a range of
induction hobs
that are designed to
make it easier and
quicker for you
to create the dishes
you love.

Electric hobs
With their electronic
touch-controls and 
flexible cooking zones, 
Bosch ceramic hobs 
combine great looks 
with smart function 
and design.
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Hobs | Induction hobs

Features and functions
for everyday use.

Efficiency

WipeProtection*
Stay in complete cooking control even when you’ve had a spill 
or boil-over. Bosch WipeProtection locks the control
panel for 20 seconds so you can clean the surface of the 
control panel easily, without losing your cooking settings.

QuickStart*
Start cooking quicker. New Bosch QuickStart functionality 
automatically detects the location of your pot and displays the 
cooking zone on the control panel. Just select the power level 
and you’re away.

ReStart*
Things happen quickly in the kitchen – if you spill something on 
the control panel or accidentally switch-off the hob, ReStart 
will store your last selected settings. Those settings can be 
instantly recalled by simply pressing the main power switch 
within 4 seconds.

Energy Consumption Display*
Each time you finish cooking, your Energy Consumption Display 
shows exactly how much power you’ve used. So if you wish, you 
can adapt your cooking style to save energy and money. (For 
example, placing a lid on a pot can help reduce your energy 
consumption).

Automatic pot detection*
Bosch Induction hobs feature automatic pot detection, which 
recognises the diameter of the cookware and determines the 
size of the cooking zone accordingly.

Simplicity

Dual function timer including automatic switch-off for each 
zone*
Use the independent audible timer to set the length of cooking 
time or set the cooking zone at a specific temperature (ie. level 
5.5) for up to 99 minutes – ideal for busy households. Once the 
selected time has been reached, the cooking zone is switched 
off automatically.

2-stage residual heat indicators*
Provides clear indication of when a zone is still hot after use.
Two levels: ‘H’ means residual heat sufficient to finish off 
cooking or to keep items warm; ‘h’- residual heat insufficient to 
cook, but zone is still hot enough to advocate caution.

Child lock*
Maximum safety for tiny hands. Lock your hob’s control
panel and prevent accidental little chefs from ‘helping out’ and
hurting themselves. Enjoy the reassurance of maximum safety
for both you and your loved ones.

DirectSelect Premium*
Taking easy to use, intuitive controls to the next level, new 
DirectSelect Premium gives you complete cooking control with
intermediate levels and unsurpassed accuracy.

DirectSelect 1.0*
Enjoy total convenience with DirectSelect. Simply select
the required power level from the power settings laid out
on the hob, without the need to press +/- repeatedly.

TouchSelect*
With this control panel, you can regulate the desired cooking
zone easily. Select your cooking zone and use the +/- keys
to choose the power level you need.

Automatic safety switch-off*
Never worry again if you have forgotten to turn off the hob.
If you’ve stopped using it, your Bosch Induction hob will
automatically shut down.

Performance

17 power levels*
Enjoy total control on every recipe with 17 power levels.
This function allows cooking zones to be set in increments
of 0.5 (eg. 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2...9).

PowerBoost – now with even more power!*
PowerBoost channels increased power to a selected zone
to turbocharge the cooking process. With PowerBoost,
you can boil 2 litres of water almost three times faster
than on a conventional glass-ceramic hob.

ShortBoost*
Reduce the time to heat up pans – this boost function
heats up the pan for 30 seconds at high power before
automatically reducing the heat to the correct power setting.

Keep warm*
Ideal setting for keeping food warm before serving
at the touch of a button.

PerfectFry*
For perfect browning of roasted foods thanks to sensor control 
with 5 power levels.

*Features may vary depending on models.
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PIV975DC1E PIA611F18E

Product
Description

SERIE 8 
90CM CERAMIC INDUCTION HOB, PERFECTFRY

SERIE 6 
60CM FRAMELESS HOB INDUCTION

Comfort and
Safety

5 Induction cooking zones, including 1 triple ring
DirectSelect Premium touch control
PerfectFry sensor, automatic temperature control, with 5 tem-
perature settings
17 power levels
PowerBoost function
PanBoost
Digital display
Switch off timer for every cooking zone
Count-up timer
Automatic pan recognition sensor
PowerManagement Function
Wipe protection function
QuickStart Function
Energy consumption display
Wipe protection function
Digital 2-step Residual heat indicator for each zone
Childproof lock
Safety switch-off

4 Induction cooking zones
DirectSelect control 
Energy consumption display 
QuickStart function 
ReStart function 
Electronic regulation
17 power levels
Alarm clock
Wipe protection function 
PowerManagement function 
Main switch 

Design Comfort Profile Frameless 
HighSpeed ceramic glass

Optional 
accessories

HEZ390220 frying sensor pan 19cm Ø

Product Specs Overall: (H x W x D): 51.0 x 91.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 51.0 x 88.0 x 49.0-50.0cm
Rating: 11100W

Overall: (H x W x D) 5.70 x 59.2 x 52.2cm 
Aperture (H x W x D): 5.1 x 56.0 x 49.0-50.0cm
Rating: 4600W

Barcode 4242002838854 While stocks last
PIA611F18E
4242002736365

New
PIE611BB1E
(Available 2nd quarter)
4242002861586

PIA611B68B 

Product
Description

SERIE 6 
60CM FRAMELESS INDUCTION HOB  

Comfort and
Safety

4 Induction cooking zones  
DirectSelect  
17 power levels  
Boost functions for all zones  
Timer with switch-off function for all zones Alarm clock 
Wipe protection function  
QuickStart Function  
ReStart Function  
Digital 2 stage residual heat indicator
Childproof lock  
Safety switch-off  
PowerManagement Function  

Design Frameless  
HighSpeed ceramic glass  
Minimum worktop thickness 20mm

Product Specs Overall: (H x W x D): 5.1 x 59.2 x 52.2cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 5.1 x 56.0 x 49.0 - 50.0 - 49.0cm
Rating: 2990W

Barcode While stocks last
PIA611B68B
4242002736235

New
PIE631FB1E
(Available 2nd quarter)
4242002870281

Induction hobs.

Cooking with induction provides faster results and efficient cooking at higher
and lower temperatures. With TouchSelect and DirectSelect intuitive controls, 
Bosch Induction hobs make the entire cooking process so much easier to manage.
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Efficiency

WipeProtection*
Stay in complete cooking control even 
when you’ve had a spill or boil-over. 
Bosch WipeProtection locks the control
panel for 20 seconds so you can clean the 
surface of the control panel easily, 
without losing your cooking settings.

ReStart*
Things happen quickly in the kitchen – if 
you spill something on the control panel 
or accidentally switch-off the hob,
ReStart will store your last selected 
settings. Those settings can be instantly 
recalled by simply pressing the main 
power switch within 4 seconds.

Energy Consumption Display*
Each time you finish cooking, your Energy 
Consumption Display shows exactly how 
much power you’ve used. So if you wish, 
you can adapt your cooking style to save
energy and money. (For example, placing 
a lid on a pot can help reduce your energy 
consumption).

Simplicity

DirectSelect Premium*
Taking easy to use, intuitive controls to 
the next level, new DirectSelect Premium 
gives you complete cooking control with
intermediate levels and unsurpassed 
accuracy.

TouchSelect*
With this control panel, you can regulate 
the desired cooking zone easily. Select 
your cooking zone and use the +/- keys
to choose the power level you need.

Rotary Controls*
The rotary controls make the hob easy to 
operate for those who like a more hands 
on approach.

2-stage residual heat indicators*
Provides clear indication of when a zone
is still hot after use. Two levels: ‘H’ means
residual heat sufficient to finish off 
cooking or to keep items warm; ‘h’- 
residual heat insufficient to cook, but 
zone is still hot enough to advocate 
caution.

Performance

17 power levels*
Enjoy total control on every recipe with 
17 power levels. This function allows 
cooking zones to be set in increments
of 0.5 (eg. 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2...9).

Dual circuit cooking zone*
Available on selected ceramic hobs,
this energy-saving feature allows you to
select a smaller cooking zone for small
pans, and a larger zone for larger pans.

Extendable zone*
Selected cooking zones can be extended
giving you a much larger area to 
accommodate big saucepans, casserole
and other (large) cooking dishes.

Automatic electronic boil start*
The automatic electronic boil start heats
the hotplate using the highest heat 
setting and then reverts down to the 
simmer setting you have previously 
selected, reducing the risk of boil overs.

PowerBoost*
PowerBoost now on selected Bosch 
ceramic hobs lets you heat up large 
volumes of water even faster than on the 
highest setting.

Keep warm*
Ideal setting for keeping food warm 
before serving at the touch of a button.

PerfectFry*
For perfect browning of roasted foods 
thanks to sensor control with 5 power 
levels.

Hobs | Ceramic

The world of Bosch 
ceramic hobs.

There is a wide range of ceramic hobs to choose from.
As you would expect from Bosch, all are made using high-quality
materials, are easy to use and add versatility, style and elegance
to any kitchen.

*Features may vary depending on models.
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PKM975DK1D PKV975DC1D
(WHILE STOCKS LAST) PKN675DB1D

Product
Description

SERIE 8
90CM CERAMIC HOB, 
PERFECTFRY

SERIE 8 
90CM CERAMIC HOB

SERIE 8 
60CM CERAMIC HOB

Comfort and
Safety

5 HighSpeed cooking zones, incl. triple 
zone, 1 dual zone, 1 combiZone
DirectSelect Premium touch control
PerfectFry sensor, automatic temperature 
control, with 5 temperature settings
17 power levels
PowerBoost function
Digital display
Switch off timer for every cooking zone
Count-up timer
Keep warm function for all cooking zones
Wipe protection function
restartFunction
Wipe protection function
Individual tunable energy consumption 
display
Digital 2-step Residual heat indicator for 
each zone
Childproof lock
Safety switch-off

5 High Speed cooking zones, incl. 1 triple 
ring, 1 dual zone, 1 extendable triple zone 
DirectSelect control 
Timer with switch-off function for all 
zones 
Digital operation display
FryingSensor 
Electronic regulation 17 power levels
Safety switch-off
Child lock to prevent unsupervised
operation of the appliance
2 stage residual heat indicator per zone
Alarm clock timer with switch off function 
for all zones wipe protection function

4 High Speed cooking zones, incl. 1 
double ring / elongated zone, 1 double 
ring zone
DirectSelect control 
Timer with switch-off function for all 
zones 
Digital operation display
Electronic regulation 17 power levels
Automatic boil start 
Safety switch-off
Child lock
Wipe protection function
2 stage residual heat indicator per zone

Design Comfort Profile Comfort Profile Comfort Profile
Minimum worktop thickness: 20mm

Optional 
Accessories*

Connecting strip HEZ394301 
Frying sensor pan HEZ390220

Connecting strip HEZ394301 
Frying sensor pan HEZ390220

Connecting strip HEZ394301 

Product Specs Overall: (H x W x D): 4.4 x 91.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 4.4 x 88.0 x 50.0cm
Rating: 10700W

Overall ( H x W x D): 5.0 x 91.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 4.4 x 88.0 x 50.0cm
Rating: 9450W

Overall (H x W x D): 5.0 x 60.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 4.4 x 56.0 x 50.0cm
Rating: 7900W

Barcode 4242002929040 4242002864945 4242002830926

PKF675FP1E PKE645CA1E PKE611D17E PEE689CA1

Product
Description

SERIE 6
60CM CERAMIC HOB

SERIE 2
60CM CERAMIC HOB, WITH 
CONTROLS

SERIE 4 
60CM CERAMIC HOB

SERIE 2 
60CM STAINLESS STEEL HOB 
WITH CONTROLS

Comfort and
Safety

4 HighSpeed cooking zones, 
including 1 dual zone
DirectSelect
17 power levels
Digital display
PowerBoost function
Switch off timer for every 
cooking zone
Timer
Wipe protection function
ReStart Function
Digital 2 stage residual heat 
indicator
Childproof lock
Safety switch-off
Individual tunable energy 
consumption display

4 HighSpeed cooking zones
Surface-mounted controls
9 power levels
4-stage residual heat indicator

4 HighSpeed cooking zones 
Touch Control  
17 power levels  
Electronic display  
Digital 2 stage residual heat 
indicator  
Childproof lock  
Safety switch-off  
ReStart Function  
  

4 High speed plates
On/Off LED indicator

Design Comfort Profile Frame design
Minimum worktop thickness 
20mm

Frameless  
Minimum worktop thickness: 
20mm  

Stainless steel
Hob with side control

Optional 
Accessories*

Connecting strip HEZ394301 Connecting strip HEZ394301

Product Specs Overall: (H x W x D): 
4.4 x 60.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 
4.4 x 56.0 x 49.0-50.0cm
Rating: 7000W

Overall: (H x W x D): 
4.8 x 58.3 x 51.3cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 
4.8 x 56.0 x 49.0-50.0cm
Rating: 6600W

Overall: (H x W x D): 
5.1 x 59.2 x 52.2cm  
Aperture: ( x W x D): 
5.1 x 56.0 x 49.0 - 50.0cm  
Rating: 6600W  

Overall (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 58.0 x 51.0cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 56.0 x 49.0cm
Rating: 7000 W

Barcode 4242002950754

While stocks last
PKF675F17E
4242002721798

4242002936567

While stocks last
PKE645C17E
4242002720098

4242002723914 4242002938189

While stocks last
NCT615C01
4242002319247
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Efficiency

One-hand ignition*
Push and turn the ergonomically 
designed control knobs and the gas 
ignites automatically. As well as offering 
the convenience of only using one-hand, 
there is also no separate ignition button 
to clean.

Easy clean tempered glass*
Premium models with cutting-edge
features offer instant versatility in 
cooking with fire. Their tempered glass 
base is easy to clean for total 
convenience and completed by a 
frameless finish for a designer look. 
Stylish and functional all in one.

Simplicity

Flame failure device*
For added safety, all Bosch gas hobs
feature a flame failure device. This feature
stops the supply of gas to the burners if 
the flame is extinguished.

Cast-iron supports*
Cast-iron pan supports are both stylish 
and highly durable, providing solid and 
robust support for your cooking pans.

Slim profile*
Finished in black tempered glass, our
Bosch premium gas hobs provide
a stylish and sleek look.

Performance

High-power wok-style burner*
Selected gas hob models feature
a powerful wok-style burner, which
provides up to 18Mj/h. Suitable for use
with flat-based pans or with a wok using
the wok ring provided.

Flexible burners*
All our gas hobs feature different
burner combinations for greater 
flexibility. With wok, high-speed, standard 
and economy burners, you can cook more
efficiently with the burner most suited
to the size of the pan.

FlameSelect*
For precise adjustment of flame in nine 
different levels.

Hobs | Gas

Fire does exactly  
what you want.

Gas provides fast and instant versatility.
Our German-designed gas hobs all feature
Bosch flame failure technology fitted to each
burner and conveniently come with controls
that are either front or side mounted.

*Features may vary depending on models.
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PCR915B91E PCQ715B90Z PCP615B90E PCP615B80Z

Product
Description

SERIE 6 
90CM GAS HOB* WITH WOK 
BURNER

SERIE 6 
70CM GAS HOB* WITH WOK 
BURNER

SERIE 6 
60CM GAS HOB*

SERIE 6 
60CM GAS HOB*

Comfort and
Safety

5 Gas burner
1 Dual wok burner 5.0kW
1 High Speed burner 3.0kW
2 Standard burner 1.7kW 
1 Eco burner 1.0kW
Electronic Ignition via front 
controls
Flame failure device 

5 Gas burner
1 Wok burner, 4.0kW
1 High Speed burner, 3.0kW
2 Standard burners, 1.7kW
1 Eco burner, 1.0kW
Electronic Ignition via front 
controls
Flame failure device 

4 Gas burner
1 High Speed burner, 3.0kW
2 Standard burners, 1.7kW
1 Eco burner, 1.0kW
Electronic Ignition via front 
controls
Flame failure device 

4 Gas burner
1 High Speed burner, 3.0kW
2 Standard burners, 1.7kW
1 Eco burner, 1.0kW
Electronic ignition via front 
controls
Flame failure device 

Design Cast iron pan supports
Stainless Steel

Cast iron pan supports 
Stainless Steel

Cast Iron pan supports
Stainless Steel

Enamelled pan supports
Stainless Steel

Accessory* HEZ298105 Simmer Plate
HEZ298107 Wok Ring

HEZ298105 Simmer Plate HEZ298105 Simmer Plate HEZ298105 Simmer Plate

Product Specs Overall ( H x W x D): 
4.5 x 91.5 x 52.0cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 85.0 x 49.0 - 50.0cm

Overall ( H x W x D): 
4.5 x 70.2 x 52.0cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 56.0 x 48.0-49.0cm

Overall ( H x W x D): 
4.5 x 58.2 x 52.0cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 56.0 x 48.0cm

Overall ( H x W x D): 
4.5 x 58.2 x 52.0cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 56.0 x 48.0cm

Barcode 4242002488707 4242002488158 4242002488042 4242002488035

PCR9A5B90Z** PCQ7A5B90Z** PCP6A5B90Z** PCP6A5B80Z**

FlameSelectFlameSelect FlameSelectFlameSelect FlameSelectFlameSelect FlameSelectFlameSelect

Product
Description

SERIE 6 
90CM GAS HOB* WITH WOK 
BURNER

SERIE 6 
75CM GAS HOB* WITH WOK 
BURNER

SERIE 6
60CM GAS HOB*

SERIE 6 
60CM GAS HOB*

Comfort and
Safety

5 Gas burner
1 Dual wok burner 4.6kW
1 High Speed 3.0kW
2 Standard 1.75kW
1 Eco burner 1.0kW
FlameSelect
Electronic ignition via front 
control
Flame failure device

5 Gas burner
1 Dual wok burner 4.0kW
1 High Speed 3.0kW
2 Standard 1.75kW
1 Eco burner 1.0kW
FlameSelect
Electronic ignition via front 
control
Flame failure device

4 Gas burner
1 High Speed 3.0kW
2 Standard 1.75kW
1 Eco burner 1.0kW
FlameSelect
Electronic ignition via front 
control
Flame failure device

4 Gas burner
1 High Speed 3.0kW
2 Standard 1.75kW
1 Eco burner 1.0kW
FlameSelect
Electronic ignition via front 
control
Flame failure device

Design Cast iron pan supports Cast iron pan supports Steel pan supports Cast iron pan supports

Accessory* HEZ298105 Simmer Plate HEZ298105 Simmer Plate HEZ298105 Simmer Plate HEZ298105 Simmer Plate

Product Specs Overall: (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 91.5 x 52.0cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 85.0-85.2 x 49.0-50.2cm

Overall: (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 75.0 x 52.0cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 56.0-56.2 x 48.0-49.2cm

Overall: (H x W x D): 
5.3 x 58.2 x 52.0cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 
5.3 x 56.0-56.2 x 48.0-49.2cm

Overall: (H x W x D): 
5.3 x 58.2 x 52.0cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 56.0-56.2 x 48.0-49.2cm

Barcode 4242002914534 4242002914466 4242002914312 4242002914312

PBP6B5B80L PRS926B70E PPP616B21E PRY626B70E

Product
Description

SERIE 2 
60CM GAS HOB* WITH 
INTEGRATED CONTROLS

SERIE 8 
90CM CERAMIC GAS HOB*

SERIE 6 
60CM TEMPERED GLASS 
GAS HOB*

SERIE 8 
60CM CERAMIC / GAS 
ELECTRIC HOB*

Comfort and
Safety

4 Gas burner
1 High Speed burner, 3.0kW
2 Standard, 1.7kW
1 Eco burner, 1.0kW
Ignition via control knob
Flame failure safety device

5 Gas burner 
1 Dual wok burner 6kW
1 High Speed 2.8kW, 
2 Standard 1.9kW 
1 Eco burner 1.1kW
Electronic ignition via front 
controls
Flame failure device 

5 Gas burner 
1 High Speed burner, 3.0kW
2 Standard burner, 1.70kW
1 Economy burner, 1.0kW
Electronic ignition via front 
controls
Flame failure device 

1 High Speed burner (2.80kW)
1 Standard burner (1.90kW)
1 Economy burner (1.10kW)
1 Electric cooking zone
Flame failure device, if the flame 
cuts out the gas supply stops 
1 Hand electric ignition
Residual heat indicator

Design Steel pan supports Cast iron pan supports 
(dishwasher safe)
One hand ignition

Cast iron pan supports 
Two built-in possibilities:
Flush fitting in stone or tiled 
work surface
On top of worktop 

Cast iron pan supports 
(dishwasher safe)

Accessory* HEZ298105 Simmer plate HEZ298105 Simmer Plate HEZ298105 Simmer Plate Simmer Plate HZ298105

Product Specs Overall ( H x W x D): 
4.3 x 58.0 x 51.0cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
4.3 x 56.0-56.0 x 48.0-49.0cm

Overall ( H x W x D): 
4.5 x 91.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 85.0 x 49.0cm

Overall ( H x W x D): 
4.7 x 59.0 x 52.0cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 56.0 x 49.0cm

Overall ( H x W x D): 
4.7 x 60.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 56.0 x 49.0cm
Rating: 1800W

Barcode 4242002831930 4242002707006 4242002596068 4242002707303

PRS9A6D70** PPP6A6B20** PRY6A6D70**

FlameSelectFlameSelect FlameSelectFlameSelect FlameSelectFlameSelect

Product
Description

SERIE 8 
90CM CERAMIC GAS HOB*

SERIE 6 
60CM CERAMIC GAS HOB*

SERIE 8
60CM CERAMIC GAS HOB*

Comfort and
Safety

5 Gas burner
1 Dual wok burner 6.0kW
1 High Speed 2.8kW
2 Standard 1.9kW
1 Eco burner 1.1kW
FlameSelect
Digital display to indicate 
selected power level
Electronic ignition via front 
controls
5-fold residual heat indicator
Flame failure device

4 Gas burner
1 High Speed 3.0kW
2 Standard 1.75kW
1 Eco burner 1.0kW
FlameSelect
Electronic ignition via front 
controls
Flame failure device

3 Gas burner
1 High Speed 2.8kW
1 Standard 1.9kW
1 Eco burner 1.1kW
1 Electric dual circuit zone
FlameSelect
Digital display to indicate 
selected power level
Electronic ignition via front 
controls
4-fold residual heat indicator
Flame failure device

Design Cast iron pan supports
(dishwasher safe)

Cast iron pan supports 
Tempered glass, black
Flush or slightly raised
installation

Cast iron pan supports
(dishwasher safe)

Accessory* HEZ298105 Simmer Plate HEZ298105 Simmer Plate HEZ298105 Simmer Plate

Product Specs Overall: (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 91.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 85.0-85.2 x 49.0-50.2cm

Overall: (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 59.0 x 52.0cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 56.0-56.2 x 48.0-49.2cm

Overall: (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 60.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 56.0-56.2 x 49.0-50.2cm
Rating: 1800W

Barcode 4242002811147 4242002914848 4242002802954

*Only natural gas or LPG bottled gas (butane & propane) may be used
** Available 2nd quarter of 2017
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Vario hobs.

Bosch vario hobs can be put together entirely to suit your taste and go together 
perfectly in terms of looks. Available in different designs, you can enjoy maximum 
flexibility when you install your vario hob too: You can position the hobs next 
to each other in your work top or, if you have an island unit, you can have them 
opposite each other. Connecting strips between the domino hobs make sure 
everything looks harmonious in the kitchen.

PSB326B21E PSA326B21E PKU375FB1E

Product
Description

SERIE 6 
30CM 2 BURNER GAS HOB*

SERIE 6 
30CM GAS WOK BURNER*

SERIE 6 
30CM BARBEQUE GRILL

Comfort and
Safety

1 High Speed Burner, 3.0kW
1 Normal Burner, 1.7kW
Electronic Ignition via front controls
Flame failure device 

1 Triple circuit burner 4kW
Electronic ignition via front controls
Flame failure device

1 Grill zone on cast pan support
Stainless steel grill to be used with water 
or lava stones 
DirectSelect touch control
Electronic display 
17 power levels
Timer
ReStart Function
Drain valve
Power on indicator light
Display of the heat up phase
2-fold residual heat indication
Childproof lock
Safety switch-off   

Design Cast iron pan support
Ceramic glass
Facetted design

Cast iron pan support
Ceramic glass

Comfort profile  
HighSpeed ceramic glass  
Removable black glass lid  

Accessory to 
Match Vario*

HEZ394301 Joining strip
HEZ298105 Simmer Plate

HEZ394301 Joining strip
HEZ298105 Simmer Plate

HEZ394301 Joining strip
HEZ298105 Simmer Plate

Product Specs Overall (H x W x D): 4.5 x 30.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 27.0 x 49.0-50.0cm

Overall (H x W x D): 4.5 x 30.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 27.0 x 49.0-50.0cm

Overall (H x W x D):23.5 x 30.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture: (H x W xD): 23.5 x 27.0 x 49.0cm 
Rating: 2400W   

Barcode 4242002632247 4242002632223 4242002833880

PSB3A6B20Z** PSA3A6B20**

FlameSelectFlameSelect FlameSelectFlameSelect

Product
Description

SERIE 6 
30CM 2 BURNER GAS HOB*

SERIE 6 
30CM GAS WOK BURNER*

Comfort and
Safety

1 High Speed Burner 3.0kW
1 Normal Burner 1.75kW
FlameSelect
Electronic ignition via front control
Flame failure device

1 Wok burner 4.0kW
FlameSelect
Electronic ignition via front control
Flame failure device

Design Cast iron pan supports
Ceramic glass

Cast iron pan support
Ceramic glass

Accessory to 
Match Vario*

HEZ394301 Joining strip
HEZ298105 Simmer Plate

HEZ394301 Joining Strip
HEZ298105 Simmer Plate

Product Specs Overall: (H x W x D): 5.4 x 30.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 
5.4 x 27.0 x 49.0-50.0cm

Overall: (H x W x D): 4.5 x 30.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 
4.5 x 27.0 x 49.0-50.0cm

Barcode 4242002915241 4242002811086

PCD345D PEE389CA1 PKF375CA1E

Product
Description

SERIE 4 
30CM 2 BURNER GAS HOB*

SERIE 2
30CM STAINLESS STEEL
TWO PLATE HOB

SERIE 2 
30CM CERAMIC HOB

Comfort and
Safety

1 High Speed burners 3.0 kW
1 Normal burner 1.0 kW
1 Hand electric ignition
Flame failure device 

2 HighSpeed adjustable hotplates
Power on indicator light

2 High speed cooking zones, incl. 1 dual 
zone
9 Power levels
2 Residual heat indicator

Design Enamel pan support
Front control
Stainless Steel

Front controls
Chrome nickel steel

Ceramic Glass
Comfort profile
High speed

Accessory to 
Match Vario*

NEZ34VLA Joining Strip 
HEZ298105 Simmer Plate

NEZ34VLA Joining strip HEZ394301 Joining strip

Product Specs Overall (H x W x D): 3.2 x 28.8 x 50.5cm
Aperture (W x D): 26.8 x 49.0cm

Overall: (H x W x D): 4.3 x 28.8 x 50.5cm
Aperture: (W x D): 26.8 x 49.0cm
Rating: 3500W

Overall ( H x W x D): 4.8 x 30.6 x 52.7cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
4.8 x 27.0 x 49.0-50.0cm
Rating: 3200 W

Barcode 4242002325392 4242002938516

While stocks last
PCX345E0
4242002752167

4242002835976

*Only natural gas or LPG bottled gas
(butane & propane) may be used
** Available 2nd quarter of 2017
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Extractors | Convenience

Designs for your dream kitchen.
From focal point island to
hidden integrated extractors.

Halogen lighting*
Integrated halogen lighting ensures that the
cooking area is clearly illuminated. They are more
efficient than standard lights and are designed
to last longer.

Rim ventilation filter*
With its smooth uninterrupted surface and grease
separation of 80-92%,* the rim ventilation filter from
Bosch has a multi-patented filter sealing system and
flow-optimised filter system with 12-layer filter mats.

*Depending on motor output

LED lighting*
The new LED lights offer a longer lifetime and use less
energy than conventional halogen lighting. Additional
convenience is offered with SoftLight which gently
fades lighting in and out with dimmer function.

Stainless steel filter*
The stainless steel filter provides an exceptionally
high level of grease absorption. It is concealed 
behind an elegant stainless steel cover with a 
stainless steel handle.

Dishwasher-safe metal filters*
For easy cleaning, all Bosch filters can be safely
loaded into any Bosch dishwasher for sparkling
clean results.

Metal grease filter*
Metal grease filters are required for ducted and
recirculating systems to filter grease and other solid
particles out of the extracted air. To make sure 
these filters operate at maximum efficiency, they 
should be cleaned about twice a month.

*Features may vary depending on 
models.
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Whisper
30 dB(A)

Conversational
speech

60 dB(A)

Shower
70 dB(A)

Dog barking
90 dB(A)

Baby crying
110 dB(A)

Train
115 dB(A)

Aeroplane
140 dB(A)

Bosch Extractor
DFR097E50A

40 dB(A)

*DFR097E50A at quietest operating mode 40dB(A) and 48dB(A) at level 2 (320m3/h (150mm ducted).

Extractors | Silence

Relax in a quieter kitchen
with family and friends.

A few decibels can make the difference between harmful,
loud and pleasant. Operating at 40dB(A)*, our quietest
extractor means you can have it on while listening to
music, enjoying a conversation or while your baby rests.

Silence
Noise is measured in numeric decibels or dB(A). It is important
to note that a few decibels can make a huge difference.

EcoSilence Drive® motor
The EcoSilence Drive® motor operates without carbon brushes,
eliminating the disadvantages of conventional motors. Instead of energy
loss, wear and noise, you get efficiency, durability, and smooth operation.
To reduce motor noise even further (1 dB(A) noise reduction compared
to other motors), we have optimised the airflow inside the hood. 
The result: low noise levels with high power.

Bosch extraction rates are tested inline with EU standards.  

x 6 times / hour

x 12 times / hour

necessary air extraction  
rate at normal use  

(simmering on 2–3 hotplates)

L x W x H

2.5m 
height

4m 
length

4m 
width necessary air extraction  

rate at intensive use  
(eg. strong frying activities)

CleanAir module
Accessory to be
purchased separately*
*Available for selected
Bosch extractors

Ducted extraction
Ducting out is the most effective method of extraction. Ideally
the extractor should be sited on an outside wall, or an
outside wall can be reached via ducting. All Bosch extractors
are now standardised to facilitate a 150mm diameter outlet for
maximum performance, although smaller ducting can be used
if required. Please refer to the installation guide for further
advice on best practice installation.

Recirculation kit
Odours are extracted and filtered, then purified air is returned
to the room. The kit comprises of a carbon filter and all
components needed to ensure that odour free air is returned
into the kitchen. To maintain performance, the carbon filter
should be replaced on a regular basis. A recirculation kit
needs to be purchased as a separate accessory.

What extraction rate do I need?
It is recommended that air be extracted (or exchanged) in a room depending on your type of cooking: minimum of 6 times per
hour; and a maximum of 12 times per hour.
Air extraction is measured using room volume. This is calculated by multiplying Length x Width x Height.
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DIA098E50 DIB097A50

Product
Description

SERIE 6 
90CM ISLAND EXTRACTOR 
EXHAUST OR RECIRCULATION OPERATION

SERIE 4 
90CM ISLAND EXTRACTOR
EXHAUST OR RECIRCULATION OPERATION  
 

Comfort and
Safety

Electronic controls via push buttons with digital display
3 Speed settings plus 2 intensive settings
Automatic 10 minute run-on facility 
Twin channel high performance fan motor
Rim ventilation
SoftLight and dimmer function 
Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe
Efficient BLDC-technology 

Electronic controls via push buttons 
3 Speed settings plus intensive setting
Automatic 6 minute run on facility
Twin channel high performance fan motor
Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe
Efficient BLDC-technology   

Design Stainless Steel with glass canopy 
4 x 3W LED lighting

Stainless Steel 
Box design 
4 x 3W LED

Minimum 
Clearance Above 
Cooking Point

Gas Appliances: 65.0cm
Electrical Appliances: 55.0cm

Gas Appliances: 65.0cm
Electrical Appliances: 55.0cm

Special 
Accessories*

DHZ5365 Recirculation Kit
DHZ5326 Carbon Filter
(Chimney extensions available on request)

DHZ5385 Recirculation Kit
DHZ5346 Active Carbon Filter
(Chimney extensions available on request)

Product Specs Refer to page 64 for installation guidelines 
Rating: 172 W
Normal extraction 450 m3/h
Intensive Extraction: 800 m3/h
Noise level, normal use: 59 dB

Refer to page 64 for installation guidelines 
Power rating: 142 W   
Normal Extraction: 460 m3/h
Intensive Extraction: 730 m3/h
Noise Level, normal use: 54 dB

Barcode 4242002775432 4242002768991

DWK97HM60 DWK67HM60 DWK098E52

Rim Ventilation Rim Ventilation

Product
Description

SERIE 4 
90CM WALL MOUNTED EXTRATCOR,
BLACK WITH GLASS CANOPY
EXHAUST OR OPERATION 

SERIE 4
60CM WALL MOUNTED EXTRATCOR,
BLACK WITH GLASS CANOPY
EXHAUST OR OPERATION 

SERIE 6 
90CM WALL MOUNTED EXTRACTOR 
INCLINE DESIGN, EXHAUST OR 
RECIRCULATION OPERATION

Comfort and
Safety

TouchSelect control with Electronic 
display
3 speeds plus intensive setting 
Twin channel high performance motor
Rim Ventilation
2 capture areas: front side and bottom 
side
Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe

TouchSelect control with Electronic 
display
3 speeds plus intensive setting 
Twin channel high performance motor
Rim Ventilation
2 capture areas: front side and bottom 
side
Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe

Electronic controls via push buttons with 
digital display
3 Speed settings plus 2 intensive setting
Automatic 10 minute run on facility
Twin channel high performance fan motor
Filter cover stainless steel
Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe
Efficient BLDC-technology 

Design Inclined design Black glass
Filter cover glass
2 x 1.5W LED
In recirculation operation chimless use 
possible

Inclined design Black glass
Filter cover glass
2 x 1.5W LED
In recirculation operation chimless use 
possible

Stainless Steel with glass canopy 
2 x 3W LED lighting

Minimum 
Clearance Above 
Cooking Point

Electric: 45.0cm
Gas: 60.0cm
(from upper edge of pan supports)

Electric: 45.0cm
Gas: 60.0cm
(from upper edge of pan supports)

Electric: 40.0cm
Gas: 50.0cm
(from upper edge of pan supports)

Special 
Accessories*

DWZ0AK0U0 Recirculation Kit
DWZ0AK0A0 Active Carbon Filter
DWZ0AK0T0 Recirculation Kit for 
chimless use

DWZ0AK0U0 Recirculation Kit
DWZ0AK0A0 Active Carbon Filter
DWZ0AK0T0 Recirculation Kit for 
chimless use

DHZ5325 Recirculation Kit
DHZ5326 Active Carbon Filter
(Chimney extensions avialble on request)

Product Specs Refer to page 65 for installation guidelines 
Normal Extraction: 420 m³/h
Intensive Extraction: 680 m³/h
Noise Level, normal use: 57 dB

Refer to page 65 for installation guidelines 
Normal Extraction: 400 m³/h
Intensive Extraction: 660 m³/h
Noise Level, normal use: 57 dB

Refer to page 64 for installation guidelines 
Rating: 166 W
Normal Extraction: 370 m3/h
Intensive Extraction: 540 m3/h
Noise Level, normal use: 59 dB

Barcode 4242002946771 4242002946696 4242002775913
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DWB094W50B DWB097E51 DWW09W650Z

Product
Description

SERIE 2 
90CM WALL MOUNTED 
EXTRACTOR EXHAUST OR 
RECIRCULATION OPERATION

SERIE 6 
90CM WALL MOUNTED 
EXTRACTOR EXHAUST OR 
RECIRCULATION OPERATION

SERIE 2 
90CM WALL MOUNTED 
EXTRACTOR EXHAUST OR 
RECIRCULATION OPERATION

Comfort and
Safety

Rocker switches for extractor speed and 
lighting
3 Speed settings 
Twin channel high performance fan motor
Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe

Electronic push button controls with 
digital display
3 Speeds plus 2 intensive settings
Automatic 10 minute run on facility
Twin channel high performance fan motor
Soft light and dimmer function
Saturation indicator for metal and grease 
filter
Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe
Efficient BLDC technology 

Rocker switches for extractor speed and 
light
3 Speed settings
Twin channel high performance fan motor
Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe

Design Stainless Steel 
Lighting with halogen bulbs 2 x 20 W

Stainless Steel
3 x 3W LED lights

Stainless Steel
2 x 30W halogen lights

Minimum 
Clearance Above 
Cooking Point

Gas Appliances: 65.0cm
Electrical Appliances: 55.0cm

Gas Appliances: 65.0cm
Electrical Appliances: 55.0cm

Gas Appliances: 65.0cm
Electrical Appliances: 55.0cm

Special 
Accessories*

DHZ5345 Recirculation Kit
DHZ5346 Active Carbon Filter
(Chimney extensions avialble on request)

DHZ5345 Recirculation Kit
DHZ5346 Active Carbon Filter
(Chimney extensions avialble on request)

DHZ5275 Recirculation Kit
DHZ5276 Active Carbon Filter
(Chimney extensions avialble on request)

Product Specs Refer to page 65 for installation guidelines 
Rating: 170 W
Max. Extraction: 470 m3/h
Noise Level, normal use: 58 dB

Refer to page 65 for installation guidelines 
Power rating: 139 W
Normal Extraction: 460 m3/h
Intensive extraction: 730 m3/h
Noise Level, normal use: 64 dB

Refer to page 65 for installation guidelines 
Rating: 230 W
Max. Extraction: 650 m3/h
Noise Level, normal use: 60 dB

Barcode 4242002779553 4242002775982 4242002846064

DWW06W650Z DFR097A50 DFL064W50

Product
Description

SERIE 2 
60CM WALL MOUNTED 
EXTRACTOR EXHAUST OR 
RECIRCULATION OPERATION

SERIE 6 
90CM VISOR EXTRACTOR
EXHAUST OR RECIRCULATION 
OPERATION

SERIE 2 
60CM TELESCOPIC 
EXTRACTOR EXHAUST OR 
RECIRCULATION OPERATION

Comfort and
Safety

Rocker switches for extractor speed and 
light
3 Speed settings
Twin channel high performance motor
Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe

Electronic control via Push button con-
trols with digital display
3 speeds plus 2 intensive setting 
Automatic 10 minute run on facility
Efficient BLDC- technology
Soft light and dimmer function
Saturation indicator for metal and 
charcoal filter
Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe

Rocker switches for extractor speeds and 
light
Automatic On/Off operation when
telescopic canopy is pulled
out and pushed back
3 Speed settings
Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe

Design Stainless Steel
2 x 30W halogen bulbs

2 x 3W LED lights Slimline hood
2 x 20 W halogen lights

Minimum 
Clearance Above 
Cooking Point

Gas Appliances: 65.0cm
Electrical Appliances: 55.0cm

Gas Appliances: 65.0cm
Electrical Appliances: 55.0cm

Gas Appliances: 65.0cm
Electrical Appliances: 55.0cm

Special 
Accessories*

DHZ5275 Recirculation Kit
DHZ5276 Active Carbon Filter

DSZ4565 Recirculation Kit
DSZ4561 Active Carbon Filter
DSZ4955 Handle Strip
DSZ4960 Lowering Frame
DSZ4920 Installation Kit for 90cm wide 
wall unit

DSZ4545 Recirculating kit
DSZ4551 Active carbon filter
DSZ4655 Handle strip

Product Specs Refer to page 65 for installation guidelines 
Rating: 235 W
Max. Extraction: 650 m3/h
Noise Level, normal use: 68 dB

Refer to page 65 for installation guidelines 
Rating: 400 W
Max. extraction: 730 m3/h
Noise Level, normal use: 54 dB

Refer to page 65 for installation guidelines 
Rating: 145 W 
Maximum extraction: 400 m³/h
Noise Level, normal use: 68 dB

Barcode 4242002847146 4242002965741 4242002872551
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DHL535CZ DHU635GZA

Product
Description

SERIE 2 
50CM CANOPY HOOD   
EXHAUST OR RECIRCULATION OPERATION

SERIE 2 
60CM EXTRACTOR
EXHAUST OR RECIRCULATION OPERATION

Comfort and
Safety

Rocker switches for extractor speeds and light 
2 Speed settings plus intensive setting   
Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe   

3 Speed settings
Twin motor
Charcoal casette filter

Design Silver Metallic   
For installation in a modified cupboard, above a hob
2 x 30W halogen lights   

Worktop lighting (2 x 40 Watt)

Special 
Accessories*

DHZ7304 Active Carbon Filter  

Product Specs Refer to page 65 for installation guidelines 
Power rating: 230 W   
Normal Extraction: 170 m3/h   
Intensive Extraction: 260 m3/h   
Noise Level, normal use: 55 dB   

Refer to page 65 for installation guidelines 
Rating: 340 W
Max. extraction: 420 m3/h
Noise Level, normal use: 63 dB   

Barcode 4242002846057 4242002269931

Accessories for cooking appliances

ACCESSORIES FOR OVENS

Part Number Description For model…

Optional Accessories

HEZ432001 Universal Pan HBN301…,HEN201…, HBN559…, HBN311…

HEZ434000 Wire Rack HBN301…,HEN201…, HBN559…, HBN311…

HZ327000 Pizza Stone HBG634…,HBG655…,HBG656…,CMG633…

HEZ634000 Wire Rack HBG634…,HBG655…,HBG656…

HEZ631010 Baking Tray, non-stick HBG634…,HBG655…,HBG656…

HZ634080 Wire Rack CMG633…

HZ631070 Enamelled baking tray CMG633…

HEZ438200 2 level telescopic shelf rails HEN201…

HZ638200 2 level telescopic shelf rails, full ext HBG634…,HBG655…

HZ638300 3 level telescopic shelf rails, full ext HBG634…,HBG655…

ACCESSORIES FOR VARIO HOBS

HEZ390220 Frying Sensor pan Ø 19cm PKV975..., PIV975…, PKM975…

HZ298105 Simmer plate

HEZ298107 Wok Ring

HEZ394301 Joining Strip

NEZ34VLA Joining Strip 

INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES FOR ALL EXTRACTORS

DWZ0AK0T0 Recirculation Kit for chimless use DWK67HM60 / DWK97HM60

DWZ0AK0U0 Recirculation Kit DWK67HM60 / DWK97HM60

DWZ0AK0A0 Active Carbon Filter DWK67HM60 / DWK97HM60

DHZ5365 Recirculation Kit DIA098E50

DHZ5325 Recirculation Kit DWK098E52

DHZ5345 Recirculation Kit DWB094W50B/DWB097E51

DHZ5275 Recirculation Kit DWW09/DWW06

DHZ5385 Recirculation Kit DIB097A50

DHZ7304 Carbon Filter DHL535CZ

DHZ5276 Carbon Filter DWW09/ DWW06

DHZ5326 Carbon Filter DIA09E850/ DWK098E52

DHZ5346 Carbon Filter DWB09W650/ DWB094W50B/ 
DWB097E51/ DIB097A50

DSZ4561 Active Carbon Filter DFR097A50

DSZ4565 Recirculation Kit DFR097A50

DSZ4920 Installation Kit for 90cm wide wall unit DFR097A50

DSZ4955 Handle Strip DFR097A50

DSZ4960 Lowering Frame DFR097A50

DSZ4551 Active Carbon Filter DFL064W50

DSZ4545 Recirculation Kit DFL064W50

DSZ4655 Handle Strip DFL064W50

* Refer to page 33 for optional accessories
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VitaFresh*
The VitaFresh compartments always maintain the right 
storage conditions, thanks to two different climate 
zones: In the top, drier zone, with a low temperature 
setting about 0° C, fish and meat can be stored 
hygienically in two separate drawers – with no odour 
transfer. The more perishable the food the lower the 
temperature should be. The temperature in the meat 
and fish drawers will be lowered by placing the slider 
manually on the “extra cool” position to open the air 
channel. The big bottom drawer is specifically designed 
for keeping fruits and vegetables fresh for longer; 
its humidity can be controlled with the slider. More 
humidity is required to store vegetables, and less for 
long-lasting freshness for fruit.

SuperCooling*
Adding new food into the fridge causes the internal
temperature to rise, which means the fridge has
to work harder to cool down and regulate the
temperature again. SuperCooling will prepare your
fridge by rapidly reducing the temperature, keeping
the contents cool, while quickly cooling the new
groceries down to 2°C.

Refrigeration | Built-In

Packed full of good ideas.

Bosch Active Cooling ensures your food is protected against bacterial growth
and provides the ideal storage environment. Thanks to this technology, fruit
and vegetables can be stored for longer, giving you more time to enjoy them.

LED Light

Concealed behind cabinetry panels that match the rest of 
your kitchen, these fully integrated fridge freezers allow you 
to continue the clean design lines of your kitchen. The fully 
reversible hinges let you create a side-by-side configuration or 
install them as individual units in separate zones of your kitchen.

SuperFreezing*
Adding new food to the freezer can increase the
internal temperature, which can partly defrost existing 
food. The SuperFreezing function rapidly lowers the 
temperature in the freezer, ensuring the fresh food is 
frozen quickly, while surrounding food remains frozen.

SoftClose door*
Thanks to a special damping mechanism, the fridge
door closes softer and quieter than before. When
it is open at a 20° angle or less, the door closes
automatically and helps prevent the fridge from
being left open.

LED lighting*
Bright LED lighting across all shelves provides the
highest possible visibility LED Light throughout the 
fridge.

VarioShelf* 
Space for bottles and bowls with sectional glass 
shelves that can be separated and slid underneath.

10 year warranty*
The 10 year warranty on your compressor will give 
additional peace of mind when purchasing a Bosch 
fridge.

*Features may vary depending on models.

VitaFreshVitaFresh

compressor
warranty
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KIS87AF30 KUR15A65

Product
Description

SERIE 6 
270 LITRE SMART COOL BUILT-IN 
FRIDGE FREEZER COMBINATION

SERIE 6 
137 LITRE BUILT-UNDER 
REFRIGERATOR

Product features 100% CFC/HFC free
Automatic defrosting in refrigerator section
Low frost freezer section
FreshSense: Constant temperature by intelligent sensor 
technology
Two cooling systems
Electronic temperature regulation
SUPER cool function
SUPER freeze function with automatic switch off
Holiday mode
Acoustic and visual alarm warning system with memory function
Freezing capacity: 7kg/24hrs
Storage time in event of failure: 26 hours
Door right hinged, reversible

100% CFC/HFC free
Electromechanical temperature control
Soft close door 
Automatic defrost 
Door right hinged, reversible
Ventilation in the plinth, no ventilation cut-out in the work 
surface necessary
Variable plinth adaption
Height adjustable front feet

Interior features 
of refrigerator 
section

5 Safety glass shelves, 4 height adjustable, 1 Vario shelf divisible
6 Door bins
HydroFresh Box with humidity control

3 Safety glass shelves of which 2 are height adjustable
1 Vegetable compartment with lid
3 Inner door shelves with dairy compartment
Interior with metal applications  
1 x 125 W fridge light

Interior features 
of freezer 
section

2 Transparent freezer drawers including 1 bigBox with 
freezing calendar
VarioZone – removable safety glass shelves for extra space 

Product Specs Rating: 90W
Capacity top fridge: 209 litres net
Capacity bottom freezer: 61 litres net
Energy consumption 225kWh/yr
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 177.2 x 55.8 x 54.5cm 
Aperture (H x W x D): 177.5 x 56.0 x 55.0cm

Rating: 90W
Capacity: 137 litres net
Energy consumption: 92kWh/yr
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 82.0 x 59.8 x 54.8cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 82.0 x 60.0 x 55.0cm

Barcode 4242002707013 4242002644035

KIF42P60 GIN38P60

VitaFreshVitaFresh

Product
Description

SERIE 8 
320 LITRE BUILT-IN FULL FRIDGE 
COOL PROFESSIONAL

SERIE 8 
237 LITRE BUILT-IN FULL FREEZER
COOL PROFESSIONAL

Product features 100% CFC/HFC free
Dynamic cooling via integrated fan
Auto Defrost
LED electronic control
SUPER cool function with automatic switch off
Acoustic and visual alarm warning system
SoftClosing Door
Door right hinged, reversible
Complete ventilation through the plinth

100% CFC/HFC free
No Frost Freezer
Electronic operation by touch control
SUPER freeze with automatic switch off
Acoustic and visual alarm warning system
Freezing capacity: 24kg in 24 hours
Storage time in event of power failure: 11 hours
Door left hinged, reversible
Complete ventilation through the plinth

Interior features 
of refrigerator 
section

5 Height adjustable safety glass shelves, of which one is 
easyLiftshelf, full extension glass shelf 
2 Full extension storage trays
4 Door bins
Dairy compartment
LED interior light

Interior features 
of freezer 
section

2 Hinged freezer compartments with transparent front
5 Freezer drawers, incl. 1 Big Box
6 Security glass shelves between freezer drawers 
LED illumination

Interior features 
of VitaFresh 
section

Air Fresh filter
Near 0°C Chiller section, 78 L
VitaFresh humidity container (about 95% humidity), 25 litre 
VitaFresh “dry” container (about 50% humidity)
LED interior light 

Product Specs Rating 120W
Fridge Capacity: 306 litres net
Energy consumption: 133 kWh/yr
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 177.2 x 55.6 x 54.5cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 177.5 x 56.0 x 55.0cm

Rating 120W
Freezer Capacity: 212 litres net
Energy consumption: 222 kWh/yr
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 177.2 x 55.6 x 54.5cm
Aperture: (H x W x D): 177.5 x 56.0 x 55.0cm

Barcode 4242002527024 4242002526959

Matching Pair

compressor
warranty

compressor
warranty

compressor
warranty

compressor
warranty
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Dishwashers | Design

Integrate your dishwasher
for a seamless look.

Bosch semi and fully integrated dishwashers are designed to fit your new
kitchen to perfection. They can be fitted with a door panel to match the
design of your kitchen cabinetry.

Intensive zone*
New Intensive Zone option is the solution for 
mixed loads. Heavily soiled and delicate dishes 
are perfectly cleaned in the same cycle. The entire 
lower basket is converted into a heavy duty cleaning 
zone by increasing water pressure and the cleaning 
temperature in the lower basket, whilst water pressure 
stays according to the selected program in the upper 
basket.

AquaSensor™ technology*
The AquaSensor™ helps you save even more water as 
it measures the amount of soiling at the end of the 
pre-rinse cycle, reusing water when it can, saving up to 
20% for the entire wash.

Half load*
A reduced dish load can be washed –
it’s your choice to use the top or bottom basket. 
Reduction of Energy (up to 15%) and water (up to 
25%) consumption.

Silent benefits*
We know that the kitchen is a central part of the home
where people gather. With this in mind, we have 
designed a range of 42dB whisper-quiet dishwashers.

Vario Speed Plus*
This feature allows you to wash a full load of dishes 
up to three times faster. With a touch of a button, 
rinsing time is reduced by up to 66% (three times), 
but without having to compromise on cleaning quality. 
Dishes still get hygienically cleaned and dried but it is 
done quickly. This is ideal for busy households or when 
entertaining.

TimeLight™*
You might not hear anything coming from your 
dishwasher, but it still might be on. To prevent 
you from interrupting the cycle, we’ve developed 
TimeLight™: an illumination that projects the 
remaining wash cycle time onto the floor when the 
dishwasher is in operation.

Rackmatic*
The height of the dishwashers top basket can easily 
be adjusted by 5cm, even when fully loaded. This 
means that bulky items such as tall glasses in the top 
basket or large plates in the bottom one can easily 
be accommodated without having to re-arrange 
absolutely everything.

VarioSpeed PlusVarioSpeed Plus

Open Assist*
With OpenAssist you can open fully integrated 
dishwashers simply by touching the front of the unit. 
This partially opens the door, making it easy to loa and 
unload the dishwasher.

*Features may vary depending on models.

Machine Care Program*
The Machine Care programme is used to remove 
grease and limescale from the dishwasher interior 
with the assistance of a standard machine-care-
detergent. The programme run time is 90 min with 
medium to high water temperatures.
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SMV65N91EU SMV68MD02E SMV40D50EU

VarioSpeed PlusVarioSpeed Plus

Product
Description

SERIE 6 
ACTIVEWATER 60CM FULLY 
INTEGRATED DISHWASHER WITH 
OPEN ASSIST
5 TEMPERATURES

SERIE 6
60 CM FULLY INTEGRATED 
DISHWASHER, SUPER SILENCE
OPEN ASSIST
5 TEMPERATURES

SERIE 4 
60CM FULLY INTEGRATED 
DISHWASHER SILENCEPLUS
5 TEMPERATURES

Programmes 6 Programmes: Intensive 70°C, Auto 
45°-65°C, Eco 50°C, Delicate 40°C, Quick 
Wash 45°C, Pre Rinse
Special functions: VarioSpeed plus, Half 
Load, Intensive Zone, HygienePlus

Intensive 70 °C, Auto 45-65 °C, Eco 50°C, 
Silence 50 °C, Glass 40 °C,1h 65 °C, 
Quick 45 °C, Pre Rinse
Special functions: Intensive Zone, 
VarioSpeedPlus, HygienePlus, ExtraDry,  
Machine Care Programme

4 Programmes: Normal 65 °C, Economy 
50 °C, Quick Wash 
45 °C, Pre Rinse
Special function: Half Load

Comfort and
Safety

Number of standard Place settings: 13
BLDC Motor 
ActiveWater hydraulic system 
DosageAssist
AquaSensor, LoadSensor, EcoSilence 
drive
Detergent Automation
Heat Exchanger – for hygienic drying, 
prevents thermal shock 
ecoDrying
Remaining programme time indicator
Acoustic end of cycle indicator
TimeLight
5 Spray levels with curved spray arms
Height adjustable top basket with 3 stage 
RackMatic 
VarioFlex Pro Basket System
AquaStop with guarantee against flooding
Dishwasher cavity: Stainless Steel

Number of standard place settings: 14
speedMatic hydraulic system
dosageAssist
EcoSilence Drive
AquaSensor, Load-Sensor
Detergent Automation
Heat Exchanger – for hygienic drying, 
prevents thermal shock
Glass care protection system
ecoDrying
Electronic delay timer: 1-24 hours, and 
time remaining display
LED salt and rinse aid refill indicator
TouchControl
Acoustic end of cycle indicator
TimeLight
Self-cleaning filter system with 3-fold 
corrugated filter
VarioDrawer 
VarioFlex basket system
Rackmatic height-adjustable top basket 
(3 stage)
Dishwasher cavity: Stainless Steel
AquaStop with guarantee against flooding

Number of standard Place settings: 12
ActiveWater hydraulic system
BLDC Motor 
DosageAssist
AquaSensor, LoadSensor, EcoSilence 
drive
Detergent Automation
Heat Exchanger – for hygienic drying, 
prevents thermal shock 
Self-cleaning filter system with 3-fold 
corrugated filter
LED programme status indicator
Acoustic end of cycle indicator
LED salt rinse aid refill indicator
Cutlery basket in bottom basket
AquaStop with guarantee against flooding
Glass care system
5 Spray levels with curved spray arms
Dishwasher cavity: Stainles Steel / 
Polinox

Product Specs Silence: 42 dB
Consumption rate: 
Eco 50°C / 9.5 liters / 0.92kWh/195min
Aperture: (HxWxD) 
81.5-87.5 x 60.0 x 55.0cm
Unit dimensions: (H x W x D): 
81.5 x 59.8 x 55.0cm
Rating: 2400 W

Dimensions (H x W x D):  
81.5 x 59.8 x 55.0 cm
Aperture (H x W x D): 
81.5 – 81.7 x 60.0 x 55.0 cm
Consumption rate: 
Eco50ºC/9.5l/0.93kWh/195min
Rating: 2400 W
Noise level: 42dB

Silence: 48 dB
Consumption rate: 
Eco 50°C / 10 liters / 0.9kWh/195min
Aperture (H x W x D): 
81.5-87.5 x 60.0 x 55.0cm
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 
81.5 x 59.8 x 55.0cm
Rating: 2400 W

Barcode While stocks last
SMV65N91EU
4242002833552

4242002959887 While stocks last
SMV40D50EU
4242002752938

New
SMV41D10EU
4242002810577

VarioSpeed PlusVarioSpeed Plus
VarioFlex Pro
basket system
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Installation Diagrams

Measurements in mm

Ovens

HBG656LS1 HBG655BS1 HBG634BS1 HBA23B150Z

HBA21B150Z HBA11B150Z HBN559E1Z HBN301E2Z

HBN311E2Z HVA531NS0 HGL10E150

Under-counter sets

HEN201E2Z HEN201E2 NKE645G17 NCM615A01

Microwave oven Induction hobs

HMT84G654 PIV975DC1E PIA611F18E PIA611B68B

Compact appliances / warmer drawers

CMG633BS1 BID630NS1 BIC630NS1 CTL636ES1

Electric hobs

PKM975DK1D PKV975DC1D PKN675DB1D PKF675FP1E

PKE645CA1E PKE611D17E PEE689CA1

Gas hobs

PCR915B91E PCQ715B90Z PCP615B90E / PCP615B80Z PBP6B5B80L

PRY626B70E / PRY6A6D70 PRS926B70E PCP615B80Z PPP616B21E
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Measurements in mm

Installation Diagrams

Gas hobs FlameSelect

PCR9A5B90Z PCQ7A5B90Z PCP6A5B90Z PRS9A6D70

PCP6A5B80Z PPP6A6B20

Vario hobs

PCD345D PEE389CA1 PKF375CA1E PKU375FB1E

PSB326B21E PSB3A6B20Z PSA326B21E PSA3A6B20

Extractors

DIA098E50 DIB097A50 DWK098E52

DWB094W50B DWB097E51 DWW09W650Z DWW06W650Z

DFR097A50 DFL064W50 DHL535CZ DHU635GZA

DWK97HM60 DWK67HM60

Refrigerators Dishwashers

KIF42P60 / GIN38P60 KIS87AF30 KUR15A65
SMV65N91EU / SMV68MD02EU / 
SMV40D50EU

Extractors cont.
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Guarantee is not valid if appliance is used in an industrial 
application.
Total guarantee period: 5 years from date of purchase
CTL636ES1 coffee machine for 3 years from date of purchase
Transport damages will only be accepted 7 days after delivery 
to end user or contractor working on behalf of end user (kitchen 
company, building contractor).
First year full guarantee on parts and labour – excluding very 
fragile parts i.e. glass, plastic, light bulbs.
Second year guarantee on all functional parts only: electronics, 
timers, switches, pumps, motors, compressors, locks, valves, 
thermostats, fan, plus labour to repair or replace.
Third year guarantee on all functional parts only: electronics, 
timers, switches, pumps, motor, compressor, locks, valves, 
thermostats.
After guarantee expires, customer must pay a charge of R430 
excl. VAT (annual increase applies) towards labour costs.

Condition governing appliance service
1.  A guarantee claim ceases once repair or work is undertaken 

by a person not entitled by BSH to do so or if the appliance is 
provided with spare parts, attachments or accessories that 
are not original, therefore causing damage.

2.  The guarantee is given in such a manner that defective parts 
are repaired free of charge or – and this is BSH choice – 
replaced by perfect parts.

3.  A claim under guarantee does not cause an extension of the 
guarantee period nor does it start a new guarantee period.

4.  If BSH refuses repair or repair fails and the end user so 
requires, a replacement of equal value is supplied free of 
charge within the above guarantee period.

5.  These conditions of guarantee are applicable to appliances 
purchased in South Africa. If appliances are taken abroad 
and meet the technical requirements (e.g. voltage, frequency, 
type of gas etc) of such country while also being suitable 
for the respective climate and environmental conditions, 
these terms of guarantee are applicable only if BSH have an 
approved customer service network in such country.* Valid from February 2008

Built-in Appliances
Total guarantee period: 5 years from date of purchase. 
Terms and conditions apply. 

BSH Service Centre
Tel: 0860 026 724
Fax: 0861 171 780
E-mail: bsh@iopen.co.za

Spare Parts
Tel: (011) 265-7853
Fax: (011) 265-7850

Product Advice
Visit our website www.bosch-home.com/za
for frequently asked questions
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Service you can rely on.

For help with your home appliance, trust Bosch Customer Service.

Guarantee Conditions*



Please note that certain features apply to particular products. Bosch built-in appliances are guaranteed for 5 
years and the CTL636ES1 coffee machine for 3 years from date of purchase against faulty workmanship and/
or material. No responsibility is accepted for printing errors. E&OE.

Bosch Home Appliances

Midrand
Private Bag X36

Randjespark
Halfway House 1685
Rep. of South Africa

Tel: (011) 265-7800
Fax: (011) 265-7817

BSH Brand Experience Centre
Johannesburg

30 Archimedes Street
Kramerville

2148

Cape Town Showroom:
17 New Church Street

Bree Street Studios

Tel: 021 550 9900

www.bosch-home.com/za

TOPS 011 432 0969 / JB13544


